Physiological and pathophysiological influences on thirst.
Thirst motivates animals to seek fluid and drink it. It is regulated by the central nervous system and arises from neural and chemical signals from the periphery interacting in the brain to stimulate a drive to drink. Our research has focussed on the lamina terminalis and the manner in which osmotic and hormonal stimuli from the circulation are detected by neurons in this region and how that information is integrated with other neural signals to generate thirst. Our studies of osmoregulatory drinking in the sheep and rat have produced evidence that osmoreceptors for thirst exist in the dorsal cap of the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis (OVLT) and in the periphery of the subfornical organ, and possibly also in the median preoptic nucleus. In the rat, the hormones angiotensin II and relaxin act on neurons in the periphery of the subfornical organ to stimulate drinking. Studies of human thirst using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques show that systemic hypertonicity activates the lamina terminalis and the anterior cingulate cortex, but the neural circuitry that connects sensors in the lamina terminalis to cortical regions subserving thirst remains to be determined. Regarding pathophysiological influences on thirst mechanisms, both excessive (polydipsia) and inadequate (hypodisia) water intake may have dire consequences. One of the most common primary polydipsias is that observed in some cases of schizophrenia. The neural mechanisms causing the excessive water intake in this disorder are unknown, so too are the factors that result in impaired thirst and inadequate fluid intake in some elderly humans.